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/Yews in Brief
Celeste picks Rodgers
Governor Richard Celeste appointed Michael Rodgers, professor of photochemical
sciences, to the Ohio Science and Technology
Strategic Planning Commission.
Rodgers, an Eminent Scholar in Photochemical Sciences, received his appointment in late March at the special request of
Celeste, who helped recruit Rodgers to Ohio
as an eminent scholar.
"This is my first encounter with such a high
ranking commission, and so I'm not sure what
to expect," Rodgers said. "I may be collecting
information from other universities to find out
their research goals and to find out what can
be done to forward (the goals)." When Celeste
formed the commission in February, he said
its goal is to evaluate Ohio's capabilities in
science and technology and to plan a strategy
for the state's investments in science and
technology.
"I expect I will be bringing the perspective
of a University researcher and faculty member," he said. Most of the other academic representatives are university presidents. Rodgers said he thinks he will have a "particularly unique contribution as a researcher in
the scientific community."
Rodgers said he is looking forward most to
working with his colleagues on the commission.
"I think these people will give an objective
view of what is happening scientifically in
Ohio," he said. The commission will report its
initial findings to the governor by the end of
January in 1990.
According to Celeste, he formed the commission because Ohio "does not receive an
equitable share of federal research and development dollars." Rodgers said the work of the
commission may be able to bring more federal money to Ohio because the funds are easier to obtain if state backing already exists.
"State money is used as a seed for federal
funds," he said.
The commission includes Ohio and Federal
legislators; representatives from Ohio industry — including Harold McMaster, Chairman and CEO of Glasstech, Inc. in Perrysburg; academic representatives — including
two Nobel Laureates; labor representatives;
and, the director of the NASA Lewis Research
Center.
Frank Mosier, Vice Chairman of British
Petroleum America, Inc., will chair the commission.
The commission will meet for the first time
on June 28 in Columbus.
—by Amy Zitzelberger, staff reporter

Opening delayed
The $600,000 visitor information center,
which was scheduled to open June 5, will open
this week.
The center opened temporarily for graduation weekend. May 5-7. It has been unable to
open permanently because the contractor,
Bucher Construction, is running behind
schedule and because rainy weather delayed
installation of the asphalt driveway.
"We suspected that (the contractors) were
running behind in May when they had not finished the landscaping and the paving," Roland Engler, director of plant operations and
maintenance, said.
"There was a June first completion date,
and after we advised them that they were behind schedule, we saw some more activity,"
he added.
Engler said the weather has been hindering
the work of the contractors lately, but they
should have been finished before the weather
interfered.
In addition to paving and landscaping, Engler said the sign lor the center is late due to delivery problems.
"As far as I'm concerned, that's the fault of
the contractors for not ordering the sign
sooner and following up on the order," Engler
said.
James McArthur, assistant architect for the
University, said most of the unfinished work is
landscaping. The entry sign, topsoil. fertilizer, grass seed and a grass sprinkler
system all need to be added.
"The weather has not been the determining
factor all through the project, but the weather
had caused the recent delay, McArthur said.
Jean Yarnell, manager of traffic and parking, said people are available to staff the
center, although not all the furniture has arrived.
The visitor information center was built in
response to University President Paul Olscamp's request for $300,000 to replace the old
information booth, which he considered
inadequate. The Board of Trustees sanctioned
a $600,000 expenditure for the booth.
—by Amy Zitzelberger, staff reporter
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Today: Mostly cloudy
with scattered showers
and thunderstorms,
temperatures in the
mid-70s.
Extended Forecast:
Rain, temperatures in
the mid to upper 70s.
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Bowling Green, Ohio

Anti-gay violence is low in BG
by Cheryl Carson
staff reporter

The rate of violence directed
against homosexuals in the United
States is growing rapidly. However,
University students said they do not
see it happening in Bowling Green
According to Mike, a graduate
student in psychology and a member
of the Lesbian ana Gay Alliance,
there is not a high incidence of violence directed against homosexuals
at the University. However, he said
that does not mean "gay-bashing"
could not happen in the future.
A report issued by the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force stated
that in 1987 there were 7,000 reported
incidents of violence directed at
gays and estimated this is only a
fraction of the total incidents. These
are the latest available figures.
To guard against such occurrences, the Graduate Student Senate
recently amended the antidiscrimination code to include sexual orientation, Mike said.
The anti-discrimination code
protects students, faculty and staff
against discrimination due to race,
religion, age or sex and now protects
against discrimination due to sexual
orientation.
"I don't see this as a problem yet,
but this amendment would protect
the rights of homosexuals from losing their jobs, fellowships, or even
housing,"Mike said.
This is a first step to ensuring the
safety of the University's gay community, but Mike also said LAGA
needs to become more visible on
campus.
In an attempt to achieve this,
LAGA will open a phone line this
summer to spread information
about AIDS, gay events in the area,
and referrals to doctors, lawyers
and counselors who are experienced
with homosexual issues, he said.
Mike said it is important to understand why the violence occurs in order to guard against it. Most people
"simply don't understand the gay
lifestyle," he said.
"When I go to residence halLs to
speak, most people are in awe because they think they've never seen
a homosexual before," he said.
"What they don't realize, however,
is that homosexuality is much more
common than you think."
He explained that the cause of gay

violence can be attributed to the
AIDS crisis as well as to a misunderstanding of the gay lifestyle and
what it is like to be gay.
Mike also said the influence of the
group has a very strong impact on
violence against gays. Most incidents of violence occur with two or
more assailants, he said. "Individually, most people are not violent,
however, when in a group of people,
the pressure to he violent is
greater."
While most people are sympathetic, or at least reasonable, towards
the gay movement, they are afraid
to openly sympathize with gays for
fear of being labeled homosexual,

Mike said.

"No one likes being in the unpopular group," he added.
However, Mike also said many
people have had a homosexual experience at some point in their lives.
"To react against a homosexual in a
violent way could be reacting to a
Krt of one's self that one doesn't
e," he said.
To keep gay violence from becoming a serious problem at Bowling
Green, Mike said homosexual issues
should be integrated into the mainstream curriculum.
"Tennessee Williams, for example, wrote plays riddled with sexual
inuendos. Whv not integrate these

The results of a recent national
survey of college students regarding
their sexual and religious attitudes
seems to reflect the feelings of University students, according to local
religious leaders.
The Gallup Poll, conducted by the
Christian Broadcasting Network
(CBN) on sexual and religious practices of college students found that
even though 69 percent believe premarital sex is acceptable, an overwhelming 92 percent oppose extra-
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last few years, according to Steinbauer.
He said approximately eight years
ago, more people were tolerant of
extra-marital affairs and divorce,
but now college students want a traditional family life.
Once they are married they plan
on staying that way, he said.
Bob Morton, pastor of Grace
Brethren Church, said the number of
students who approve of living
together is lower than those who approve of pre-marital sex because of
the type of commitment living
together entails.
"Unfortunately (pre-marital sex)

92% oppose extra-marital affairs
80% say they are religious
75% have had sex before;
50% of these students with
more than one partner
69% feel pre-marital sex is O.K.
56% approve of living together
55% attend church regularly
25% are virgins
marital affairs.
Students "separate sexuality from
marriage," said the Rev. Joe Steinbauer, St. Thomas More University
Parish.
By his own personal experience
with University students, Steinbauer
said students are very liberal
towards pre-marital sex, but very
traditional toward extra-marital affairs.
"Students want to make sure that
when they get married it's for life,"
Steinbauer said. They are very cautious and very traditional when
marriage is involved, he said. The
attitude of people has changed in the

People can be violent towards
gays because they see them as "objects, fags or queers, and not as people," he said. "Homosexuals are
people with feelings and emotions,
just like heterosexuals."

Rich Brown, left, and Chris Grodezny. right, from Cleveland, carefully steer two full carts in front of Founders on
Saturday, Brown's daughter, Linda, chose to stay up in her room as her belongings were brought up to her by her
father and boyfriend. Linda was one of about 270 freshman that moved in this weekend.

Moral attitudes questioned
by Lori Miller
staff reporter

issues into class rather than treat
them separately?" he said.
Gay issues are treated separately
from heterosexual issues, he said,
but many of the issues are the same
— such as alcoholism.
"What many heterosexuals don't
realize is that homosexuals want the
same thing out of life as they do — a
job, a family, a career and a little
piece of mind," Mike said.

reflects the thinking of an 'I want a
short-term pleasure.but I don't want
the responsibility' type of attitude,"
Morton said.
According to the Rev. Alan Duce
of The Church Of The Nazarene, the
percentage of students who find premarital sex to be acceptable is high
because they are influenced by what
they see on television.
"I continue to see and hear (about
pre-marital sex) and I can say morally and socially it is ridiculous," he
said. "The Bible clearly states sex
before marriage is wrong. It is a
sin."
Drawing on his own experience in

counseling couples, Duce said premarital sex causes many problems.
"Sex outside of the confines of marriage damages the relationship," he
said.
Duce also said he thinks living
together is too much of a commitment for students. "You can not
have a serious relationship with
anyone without a commitment," he
said.
One student said when she went to
high school things were different
than they are now. "I graduated in
'69 and (the percentage of students
who have had sex before marriage)
would have been lower then," said
Mona Young sophomore math
major.
Another student finds the statistics contradictory. "It's surprising
that 69 percent say pre-marital sex
is O.K. (when) 80 percent say they
are religious and 55 percent attend
church, said Deslyn Heckathorne,
sophomore elementary education
major.
Morton also said students who attend church on a regular basis at
home do not always go to church
while attending school. At home,
they attend church out of respect to
their parents, he said.
"All these reasons are not here for
them to attend (church)," Morton
said.
However, Bill Thompson, campus
minister at the United Christian Fellowship Center, said students who do
not attend church are still searching
for their own understanding of religion.
But Duce said attending church is
"not much of a priority to (students). They say they are religious,
but they don't want to be that close
to God/'he said.
However, Thompson offers
different reasons.
He said one reason for students not
attending church is a "huge emphasis within the church about the afterlife." Students are not really interested in that idea yet, he said.
Another reason for the low percentage of students not attending is
because "church is boring,"
Thompson said.

Removal
interrupts
electricity
by Amy Zitzelberger
staff reporter

Electrical power will be interrupted in several University buildings
whJe hazardous PCBs are removed
from electrical transformers on
campus. The University is removing
the PCBs in compliance with an Environmental Protection Agency order to rid the materials from all
buildings in the countrv before October, 1990.
Robert Martin, vice president of
operations, said removal costs were
estimated at nearly $3 million.
However, he said now that the
project is about one-fourth complete
the original estimate may be as
much as $100,000 too high.
"Although (the $100,000 figure)
may change, we don't expect to exceed the original estimate," Martin
said.
The removal of PCBs was not a bid
eroject, so the costs were not fixed
efore the work began, he said.
Poly chlorinated byphenol liquid,
a substance that absorbs the heat
created by transformers, will be
removed from approximately 100
transformers. The material will be
replaced with a silicon-based coolant.
The University has contracted
ENSR Inc., based in Canton, to remove the PCBs. Hoames and Associates, an environmental consultant
to the University, oversees ENSR's
work.
"We shouldn't have a problem being in compliance (with the act) by
the deadline," said Keith Pogan, associate director of plant operations
and maintenance.
PCBs may cause cancer, Pogan
said, "But you would have to physically take a lid off a transformer and
go for a swim before you might have
a problem."
Another potential problem of
PCBs is they emit poisonous chlorinc gas when burned.
DSeePCB,page4.
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Workshops unfair
Buckeye Boys State — a week-long state
government workshop sponsored by the Ohio
American Legion — and its counterpart, Buckeye
Girls State, sponsored by the Ohio American
Legion Auxiliary, are week-long workshops about
state government.
The workshops are designed to give practical education to high school boys and girls by establishing
a mock state government.
This is were the similaries end.
At Boys State, the participants may wear shorts
and t-shirts — even to speeches given by Ohio's
elected leaders. They may leave campus to go to a
restaurant or bookstore. The boys may also casually engage in conversation with females.
Unfortunately. Buckeye Girls State participants
risk being sent home if they commit any of these
actions.

DENNIS ROBAUGH ■ A MARKETSQUARE HERO

A 'good soldier' gets raw deal
Every school has a group of kids who act
like pint-sized versions of John Wayne and
Rambo. They dress up in military fatigues
a,id play out their fantasies of winning world
War n or stopping the communist onslaught.
In my hometown we had such a group and
I had a friend in junior high who was like
that.
I would see him almost every day wearing
something from a military uniform — a cap,
a shirt, some patches or a coat. He wandered
through the halls of our junior high school
emulating his heroes. The men of the American armed forces.
His name was Tom Preston, but somewhere along the line he acquired
the
nickname "Sergeant." As often happens, we
drifted apart in high school until we were
just faces in the crowd to each other.
He was a short, powerfully-built guy — the
kind of guy who'd play nosetackle on a football team and like it. He was the kind of guy
who could knock you on your butt with little
effort. But Tom had other interests. He preferred helping the local eccentric take care
of the army trucks, jeeps and tanks he collected. Tom drove them in our homecoming
parades, dreaming about his future in the

VIEWPOINT

military.
After graduation, Tom enlisted in the
Army and he planned to make a career out
of it. I haven't spoken to Tom in almost five
years, but I heard about what he was doing
through mutual friends.
After boot camp, Tom was shipped to
Germany. I think he was in artillery, but I'm
not really sure. I know he was happy,
though. He loved the Army, he loved military life.
Tom's mother was proud, too.
But somewhere in the past six months
things began to change. During a training
exercise, Tom was hit in the eye with some
hot brass. Tom's vision became blurred and
he was suffering some pain. The Army doctor said his eye would be fine in a few weeks.
Tom, the good soldier, believed him and
went back to work, bearing the pain and discomfort.
But his eye wasn't getting any better. In
fact the pain was getting worse and his eyesight was beginning to fade. The Army's
doctors examined him again and said his
complaints were psychosomatic. Given
time, they'd go away.
Tom, the good soldier, didn't complain.

But his mother was frightened; Tom was
still losing his sight and suffering migraine
headaches. Eventually, Tom managed to
see a specialist and the specialist said he
needed surgery to correct damage to the optic nerve. It something wasn't done, he said,
Tom would go blind innis right eye.
The Army doesn't believe him. Tom's
mother is trying to get some help for her son,
but her actions are causing Tom problems.
He wants her to stop because his superiors
aren't happy having a distraught mother
pestering the Army brass. So they are treating Tom like a troublemaker.
Meanwhile, Tom is continuing to be a good
soldier. A frightened one, but a good one
nonetheless.
And still, the Army is refusing to treat
Tom's injury.
If you thought there might be an idealistic
platitude at the end of this column, there
isn't. I just thought you might like to know
how the Army takes care of a "good soldier."
Robaugh, a junior news-editorial major
from North Royalton, is managing editor of
The News.

Julie Perry

Freshman do survive
So, you're a summer freshman. I bet all your friends think
you're crazy for starting college
fresh out of high school. I know
mine did. Dorrt worry though,
it's not as bad as they say it is.
Sure I slept with my books last
summer, but it is paying off.
I remember the day I arrived
as if it were yesterday — sometimes it seems like yesterday.
My family and best friend
dropped me off at Founders that
day. My sisters and friend were
watching the guys and my
brother was watching the girls,
and all of them were begging me
to let them visit. At the same
time my parents were lecturing
me on my safety with no hint of
coming to visit.
After arriving here they
helped me get my possessions
up to my room, took me to dinner, then "dumped me off" back
at my room. When I say "dumped me off," I mean they took
me back to my room and let me
unpack all my belongings by
myself. Most parents seemed to
be helping their beloved kids
unpack, but mine simply left. As
they pulled away they seemed to
take my sense of security with
them.
The first days go a little slow.
Enjoy them while you can because they won't last long. Once
those classes start you will believe your friends when they
said you were crazy for going to
summer school. However, it
does get better.
At times I think summer
school is in my blood because
I'm here again. It really isn't too
bad. So, maybe you are living on
the fourth or fifth floor of Founders and feeling as if you are
roasting in hell. One easy way to
solve that problem is to go to
K-mart. buy a swimming pool,
fill it with ice, turn on all the
fans in the room, and sit back
and enjoy.
The swimming pool idea
didn't work? I guess I forgot to
tell you that the ice machines in
the basement frequently run
dry Fountaining is a fun alternative sport to do. Whatever you
do, DON'T WEAR WHITE or

anything else which can be seen
through when it is wet.
The first time I went fountaining, it was a complete surprise
to me. It all started out very innocently with a group of five of
us. Someone needed to mail a
letter, so we all went just to have
something to do. Nobody had
shoes on.
We thought this would be a
short walk, but little did we
know. We walked the campus
and by the time we got back to
Founders, my feet were burning. I wasn't the only one because someone decided to go to
the fountain to cool their feet. It
was a real cooling experience.
By the way, if you decide to
take this walk there is one requirement —you must sing
campfire songs. People might
think you are strange, but look
around, there aren't too many
people here during the summer.
Go ahead, sing your heart out.
Another thing to consider before taking a journey of campus
is whether or not your feet are
made of leather. My feet are not
made of leather, so I had a couple of blisters the size of Florida
on my feet for a few weeks.
Ice fights are another famous
activity for our merry gang. Go
down to the cafeteria, grab as
many LARGE cups as you can,
fill them with ice (crushed ice
works best), grab plenty of long
spoons, and nave fun.
One night we had the blue
lounge covered with ice. We
were supposed to be studying,
but we needed a break. My
friend Tammy, whom I live with
now, would always check to
make sure I was studying. She
found me in the midst of an icefight and from that day forth, I
have not been allowed to study
with a cup of ice anywhere near
me.
Now that I have told you a few
ways to cool off, let me say you
also have to study. You don't
have to sleep with your books
like I did, but don't rule it out. I
even had to study on my birthday. (Pause here for sympathetic response.)
I had a lab to go to that night,

but decided not to go. My friends
decided differently, refusing to
talk to me until I came back
from lab. So, off I went to lab
and once there, I made plans to
§o out with friends from class,
ince my other friends were not
talking to me, it was up to me to
celebrate my birthday. I did.
And, to this day my friends still
do not know all I did that night;
then again, neither do I.
Forget those statistics they
throw at you. You are here to
learn and not everything is
learned from a book. Expenencing life on a first-hand basis is
often the best teacher. Talk to
strangers and do things you
never used to do. Have fun and
dare to be different.
Perry, a reporter for the BG
News, is from Gahanna, Ohio.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page Is your campus
torum.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Utters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
Tile News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. AD submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
V* West HaH

Girls State participants are required to wear
dresses — not only to speeches, but all day. They
may not leave the Ashland College campus for any
reason. And, most disappointing, a girl can not return a kind 'hello' to a male cafeteria worker.
Teaching students the processes of state
government through practical experience is a wonderful idea, and that is what happens at Buckeye
Boys State. However, at Girls State, the emphasis
is on fashion and prudishness.
It's sad to see this from an organization whose
members fought wars to insure everyone of an
equal chance at education.
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VIEWPOINT MikeDoherty
Lifestyle still same for grad
The voice of columnists past...
Not too long ago, just shortly
after I graduated from this university... Just shortly after I
gave up on the idea of writing
columns for a living (though I
hold to the hope that Mike Royko
must die someday)...
But well before m v future wife
became editor of this publication (you knew there was a
reason this copy was seeing
print, didn't you?)...
Anyway, around that time, a
man had an idea.
Unfortunately, but perhaps
not unusually, that man was
NOT me.
As a matter of fact, the man
was the University's Director of
Student Publications, Bob Bortel, who — perhaps on a whim,
perhaps working with the
knowledge I needed all the help
in coming up with ideas I could
get — gave me the following
suggestion:
"Say, uh, Mike isn't it? Some
time why don't you write a piece
about what life is like for the
graduate out in the real world?
Not having the heart to tell the
man I really didn't consider myself out in the "real world," — I
work professionally in ministry
with junior high and high school
students, and find myself in
classrooms nearly as much as
when I was in school — I have
put off on acting on that suggestion until now.
See, I believe there probably
are significant differences between campus life and postcampus life. But fot^ne... well,
like I said, I'm stiii^lassroom
oriented, my best friend is still
my college roommate and I still
spend my weekends with my
coed wife-to-be.
I still eat irregularly and not
entirely healthily (is that a
word?) - though I no longer eat
cafeteria food/I still find myself

going to sleep around 2:30 a.m.,
and I still intersperse great
bursts of productive energy with
long periods of planning, waiting
andhoping.
And I still hold my breath before, during and after every
major project I undertake until I
know whether or not it has "passed."
In other words, it seems to me
that college life has me pretty
well prepared for life after
school."
I don't mean the particular
subject matter I studied.
Knowledge of Shakespeare and
Melville and the ability to dissect a sentence come into very
little play when dealing with
teen suicide, unwed mothers and
the dreaded peer pressure of the
modern adolescent.
But the daily pressure of deadtines, the constant and sometimes inconsistent criticism
offered by teachers and others,
the crush of scheduling — all
these things were a daily part of
my life during college, and they
remain so today.
And while I was a relatively
successful student and consider
myself to be an equally successful minister, I find myself
haunted by many of the same
firoblems I thought I would
eave behind when I got the
sheepskin at Perry Field in May
of 1988.
I'm always tired and often a
little cranky (ask the aforementioned future wife) when those
deadline crushes approach;
mood swings brought on by poor
eating habits and irregular
sleeping patterns are still a personality trademark recognized
and despised by all those who
know me.
As I recall the way I lived in
college, compare it to the way I
live now, and write it all on the
computer screen before me, it
occurs to me it is only with great
arrogance that I can say college
prepared me well for my current lob.

What I'm writing about has
nothing to do with what I
learnedIn college, but in fact the
way I learned to live while I was
in college instead. I picked up a
lot of bad habits because it
seemed like the thing to do at the
time — sleep, nutrition and a
stable temper took a back seat
to good grades, good times and .
.. well, you get the idea.
Maybe it was with a tinge of
sarcasm, come to think of it,
that the venerable Mr. Bortel
made his suggestion. It came,
come to think of it, in a newsroom full of seniors ready to
graduate, burned out, not really
caring about much except "getting done."
See, what during the school
year is getting from semester to
semester, during the work year
(no summer break) becomes
Setting from Friday to Friday,
ten day to day, and before you
know it you're burned out a
whole lot more often than just
during exam week.
Maybe that's why I'm back
here now, in this newsroom,
writing this, uh, "sermon" is
wrong, but given my line of
work...
I guess looking back I just
wish I had taken more opportunities to sit on the front
steps of University Hall and
watch people, to appreciate the
chance to grow personally while
growing intellectually, to use
and not abuse my personality
agenda.
So in response to your original
question, Bob, I can't write
about the differences because it
is the similarities that are giving
me all the problems.
But, you knew that already,
didn't you?
Mike Doherty was a columnist
for the News from 1984-1988. He
is currently employed by St
Patrick's parish in Toledo and is
a columnist for the syndicated
CathoUc Chronicle.
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Conferences earn money
by Sharlyn Avina
reporter
Summer at the University marks the beginning
of the conference season.
The benefits of hosting conferences, James
Treeger, director of conference services, said is it
does not cost the University anything to hold a conference and conferences bring money to the University.
Treeger said the amount of money the University makes varies from summer to summer. He also
said the money earned goes back to the departments involved. These departments include housing, food operations, inventory management, and
instructional media.
The amount of money each conference brings to
the University varies, depending on what type of
housing, food" plan, audio visual equipment and
other facilities the conference planners want,
Treeger said.
The University will host 16 conferences this
summer.
The first week of August will be the busiest week
of the summer, said Treeger, because five conferences will be arriving.
In June, Treeger said the University will be host-

ing Buckeye Boys State, the Dynamic Cheerleader
Association. Marriage Encounter, and Uemolay.
The length of each conference varies and most
are scheduled during weekends, Treeger said. The
longest conference is Boys State, lasting eight
days.
Treeger said 60 people will attend the smallest
conference and 3,500 will attend the largest conference, the Young Calvinist Federation.
In 1992 the National Quilters will be at the University and will bring 8,000 to 12,000 people, said
Treeger, although they will not all be here at the
same time.
Treeger said conference planners begin to look
for sites to hold their conference years in advance.
He added the University will listen to anyone planning a conference to see if some type of arrangement can be made.
Religion-affiliated conferences seem to be the
most common type, Treeger said, but many other
types do come and are welcome. The University is
already booked for the entire summer.

Photo by Eric Mull
Participants of Buckeye Boys State engage in a game of Euchre to pass the time as they wait to register for the
week-long event. Approximately 1.500 high school seniors will take part in this week's events.

D See Summer, page 4.
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HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN
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NO COVER

THURS. JUNE 22nd
GEORGIA PEACH

Portage Quarry Recreation Club, Inc.

WFM104

along with

TRIO
FRI. & SAT.
JUNE 23-24
The B6 All-Stars
with Special Guest Star
Mike Katon

2 00. 4 3C 7 0C

"HONEY I SHRUNK
THE KIDS-

PG

"TUMMY TROUBLE"

with Roger Rabbit &
Baby Herman

*
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STEALIN' BREAD
A RBOOAB BAND FROM CLF.VFJ.AND
*• HOME WRECKERS -*r GEORGIA PEACH -tr
*»R1* ROMAN RR1SWOLD & THE ORGANICS*
-*• MATIIEW TODD & SWEET TALKER ■*•
Cates Open at I <>:<>(> a.m. — Music Starts at 12:00 Noon
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HULK
HOGAN

and

Thi Best of B6's Musicians
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant
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FIREWORKS AT DUSK!
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The Portage Quarry Is located l mile south
of Bowling (ireen on St. Kt. 25
ADVANCE TICKETS W.OO
Kl*«•*-«, Ataa«7 KoM, <;i>*CMy Boardwalk, and Portaaje Qua
41 o (Hi AT THE GATE

Food on Sale! I i■«-«• Parking!
No Glass! NO Kegs! No Peta!
Cooler Inspection al Gale!
No discounts for children
NO RE-ADMISSION

'31-4'

SOR°V MO PASSES ACCEPTED ON
INDIANA JONES AND THt LAST CPUSADt

RAIN DATE! .H I > 2ND
NO RKKI;NDN

SPECIAL CD OFFER!
9.577% Yield
9.25% A.P.R.
ONE YEAR TERM - NO MINIMUM DEPOSIT

Saloon
176E Wooster St
353-0100

Just in lime lor summer ■
We have a great new menu including these delicious appetizers:
Potato Skins
Nine Layer Dip
Buffalo Style Chicken Wings

GLASS CITY FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION

Cheese Toast

Ten Layer Dip

Cajun Shrimp

zucchini Sticks

Hachos

Shrimp Scampi

Onion Rings

Pizza

Cheese Slicks

Fun Food, Great Times/

Bowling Green: 445 E. Wooster. 352-0787
Rossford: 433 Superior, 666-5300
Toledo: 691-3595
NOTE:

§

Maumee: 893-4772

There is a substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal from a certificate account.

Vi Price on any of our
Appetizers with This Coupon
GOOD

Your savings federally insured up to $100,000.00 by National Credit Union Administration, a U.S. Government Agency

with Mark Harmon
in Summer School

8:00 p.m. in
121 West Hall
Admission Free
coming next week:
"The Fly"
Monday Musicians
Each Week from
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
in the Union Oval
Mon. June 26th
Come & Hear
the BG Brass
Quartet
Free to everyone!
Rainsite: Founders

Dining Hall

mru 7-9-19

WHO'S THE BEST?

upcoming Events
Summer Flicks
start tonight!!!!

presents

This Saturday
June 24th
Experience Cedar Point
Home of the world's
Fastest Roller Coaster
and tons of other rides!
*16 includes ticket &
transportation ('12.25 for
children under 4 feet tall)
Van leaves Union Oval
at 8:30 a.m.
Sign up TODAY in the
UAO office.

Every Weds, in the
Off-Campus Student
Center Courtyard
beginning at 11:30
a.m.
Come & taste the
Treat-of-the-Weeki
(Rainsite:OffCampus
Student Center Lobby)

Pisanello's Pizza received the most votes for "Best Pizza in B.G." in the latest
campus-wide survey.
However, last April 15, a BGSU student group had a "Blind Pizza-Tasting Contest"
to raise money for charity. Six out of twelve possible pizzerias were asked to
donate 128 slices of pizza each. Voters paid $1.00 each to taste the pizzas and
vote. We feel the purpose of this "contest" was to raise charitable monies;
Marco's and Domino's tied for first and we were next by a close vote.

Putt-Putt Golf &

Plant Sole

So, who's the best?
You decide.

Tony Packos Trip

Tues. June 27th
Enjoy an evening of
fun, food, & entertainment!
Pity mini-golf, then
eat at ToelaV» most
famous reifraurarrt.
'6 includes joff &
transportation
Van leaves Union
Oval at 5:30 p.m.

FROSTY FREEBIES

Put new life in
your summer!!
June 27-28
in the Union Ovol
from 10:00 a.m.
- 3:00 p.m.
(Rainsite: Union Foyer)

/
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Carothers awarded for excellence in teaching
by Deborah Hippie
staff reporter

For his unique teaching style,
a University assistant professor
in mathematics and statistics
has been awarded the "Excellence in Teaching Mathematics
Award" by Kappa Mu Epsilon, a
University mathematics honorary.
(Kappa Mu Epsilon) asked
me to give an after-dinner
speech at its banquet ... I was
floored when I was handed a
plaque (after the speech)," Neal
Carothers said.

The award is given annually
by the honorary to an enthusiastic
professor who
can generate
student interest in mathematics.
Carothers is
a 1974 graduate of the University of
Toledo and
earned his
Carothers
doctorate from Ohio State University in 1982.
"My first calculus class at TU
turned me on to math, it's so

different from everything. No
other experience matched it,"
he said.
Carothers said he did not expect he would teach math, only
that he would do something in
the field.
"I thought I would do something scientific ... at the end I
had no alternative, I had so
many hours in math," he said.
"I couldn't imagine an offical
career until then.
After graduating from Ohio
State, Carothers was hired as an
assistant professor at Wayne
State University from 1982-1986.
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G Continued from page 1.
External generators are used to
supply power to the building
while the material is removed.

3S3-MVE

all perms $40.00

"I'll never forget him. Part of
my attitude comes from him.
It's not the subject that keeps
the student interested, it's tne
people," he said. "It's connected
with the characters and personalities, chemists and writers
think the same way."
Carothers said he has a
different attitude toward teaching than most, but "it seems to
work."
"I don't see why math can't be
entertaining; it entertains me, it
can be entertaining to students
— although that is hard to do in a
lecture class," he added.

Summer

PCB-

1 135 5 E. COURT

Summer Special

from 1986-1987.
While in residence at WSU,
Carothers went to Oklahoma
State University as a visiting asIn 1987. he applied for a job at
sistant professor in 1984. Car- the University, where he plans
others said being a visiting to remain.
Erofessor for a year definitely
A native of Toledo, Carothers
ad its advantages.
had applied at the University for
"The trouble with academics a job many times.
is the tenure track, it is much
"I've thought of here or TU off
harder to get a grant for
research ... being a visiting and on ... I applied here bunches
of times, although I do have
professor paid off,' he said.
mixed feelings about coming
In 1985, Carothers went to the back," he said.
University of Texas-Austin as a
According to Carothers, it was
lecturer for a year. He then went
to Texas A & M University as a the fondness of a teacher that ulvisiting professor to do more timately led him to his present
research in functional analysis field.

rently working on the second
phase, ENSR is "retro-filling"
about 80 transformers with the
silicon-based coolant.

"There are people who just
duck under the tape and walk
through the area. The electrical
wires may be dangerous, and
the yellow tape needs to be observed," Pogan said.

The PCBs are sealed in 55-gallon drums after the retro-filling
is complete. ENSR is responsible for transporting the drums to
an approved disposal site. There
are two incinerators in the
United States where PCBs are
burned.

ENSR is conducting the removal in three phases, Pogan
said. The first phase, already
completed, involved cleaning all
the areas containing PCBs. Cur-

The third and most time consuming phase is the replacement of about 20 transformers
that cannot be retro-filled. The
project should be entering this

I Continued from page 3.

phase by mid-July.
PCBs were built into transformers until the late '60s, Pogan said. The buildings built
since then do not contain transformers with PCBs. The PCBs in
Overman and Williams Halls
were removed during previous
renovation.
So far, broken circuit
breakers have presented the
main difficulty, Pogan said. The
failure of an emergency generator in the Administration
Building on June 12 also created
a small problem, he added.

Treeger helps with the conference site, but said, "The conference is a self-contained unit. We
help with the site, housing, food,
instructional media and audio
visual. We do not get involved in
themes or setting up speakers.''
The University also hosts a
variety of sports camps and
workshops.

Jerome Library will be closed
June 24 for PCB removal.
STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING

ICE ARENA
RE-OPENS
MONDAY
JUNE 19

Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

216-548-4511

15199 Grove Hd
Garrettsvllle, Ohio 44231

Discover Kinko's

"(PCBs) are something to be
respected, not feared," Pogan
said. "There is potential danger,
but if they are handled properly,
there won't be any problems."
We Core

We Care

We Care

Show That (WEn| Spirit!

CAKb!

Desktop Publishing - by the hour!

Public Session Wednesdays 8 -10 p.m.
Beginning June 21
Registration now taking place for
SLO-PUCK HOCKEY LEAGUE.

We Care

Be a Pre-Registration Volunteer
July 10 - August 3
• Learn communication skills
• Refine leadership skills

For daily schedules and additional
information
call 372-2764
Resumes •Newsletters 'Reports •Forms 'Flyers

We would like to thank our
hockey patrons
for the continued support of
our Summer Hockey School.
The 1989 Session ore filled. The
construction will not effect that program.

kinko's
the copy center
Open Early, Open Late
354-3977
H3 Railroad St.

Positions Available: Greeter, Tour Guide,
Discussion Facilitator, Evening Entertainment
Usher, Display Host, We Care Booth Staff
Person.
Compensation includes a meal
for each day worked!
Apply: 405 Student Services Building
Deadline: June 22, 5 p.m.
We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

I
I
"TAKE TWO" I
I
OFF
I
Any CBS
I
LPs, CDs
I
or CASSETTES
I
I
I
I
I
I
CRECGRCDEN I
I
I
$2.00 OFF

University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Student Services Building

PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

New and Used
Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
►CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
• PAPERBACKS
►STUDY AIDS
►MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

BGSU CLOTHING
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES

FILM & DEVELOPING
GREETING CARDS
BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
GIFTS

Store Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 MON - THUR
7:30 to 11:30 FRI

LIMIT 3 ITEMS

Merchandise must be priced at $6.98 or
more. Not valid on sale items. Offer
expires July 1,1989.

WOODLAND MALL
354-1781
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Night football Boxing changes its identity
comes to BG
COMMENTARY

For the first time in Doyt L. Perry Field history, the lights
are going to be turned on for a Bowling Green football game.
On September 30, at 7:30 p.m., the Falcons are going to do
battle with Akron in the first night game in the stadium's 23
year history.
BG athletic director Jack Gregory announced Tuesday that
Musco Mobile Lighting Ltd. of Oskaloosa, Iowa, has been contracted to provide temporary lighting for the game.
Musco has supplied this service for more than 50 stadiums
around the country, as well as being the official supplier of the
1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles, and three different Super
Bowls.
"We are excited to make history at Perry Field by bringing
in lights for the Akron game," Gregory said. "The September
30 game should be early enough in the fall to offer our fans a
comfortable night.
"A night game should also be popular with our students who
can work or study during the day and then join us at the game
for a good time during Student Appreciation Night festivities."
The last night game at home for BG was on September
27,1958. The Falcons defeated Lockbourne Air Force Base,
27-6.
After that, the Falcons played only day games at the 14,000
seat University Field, before moving their games to the 30,599
Perry Field in 1966.

by Don Hensley
sports editor

Boxing. The sport alone symbolized America s struggle.
Two humans trying to overcome the power and finesse of
each other. It was a sport for the
blue-collar worker, the man who
liked to get dirty for a living, but
now through the mindling and
swindling of men much richer
than most of the past champions, the sport has become just
another big business.
It has happened to all sports,
but boxing always seemed to
remain pure.
There always seemed to be the
one owner, the one individual
that had the knack for turning
the games into financial wars.
Baseball had Charlie O. Finley
while football had Al Davis.
But.boxing stayed consistent.
It's not to say that the fight
game didn't make money, because it did. But, you could
watch the bouts and assure
yourself that what you were seeing was real.
Such is not the case anymore,
and that was never made more
evident than last week when
Thomas "The Hit Man' Hearns
fought 'Sugar' Ray Leonard in a
bout which received the dubious
honor of being entitled "The
War'.
The first problem with this
billing is that both fighters are
well past their prime. But hey,
that seems to be the way of the
80's for the sport of boxing.
I mean let s face it, in the last
three years we have seen the
comeback attempts by Roberto
Duran and George Foreman,

The hockey team announced that two of its returning players
and one incoming freshman were selected in the National
Hockey League draft on Saturday.
Two of the players selected, sophomores Dan Bylsma and
Jim Solly, went to the Winnipeg Jets, while first year player
Brett Harkins was taken by the New York Islanders. With the
selection of the three players, the Falcons will have 10 players
on the roster next season that have been drafted by NHL
teams.
Bylsma, taken in the 6th round as the 109th pick overall, was
the earliest selection. The 6-2, 205 pound left wing played in 39
games last season, scoring four goals while collecting seven
assists.
Solly, a 6-1, 175 pound center who played in 40 games last
season notching four goals while collecting nine assists, was selected in the eighth round.
Harkins, who played for Compuware in Detroit last year in
the North American Junior Hockey League and led them to the
NAJHL title and a fourth-place national finish, was selected in
the seventh round.

and to tell what sad state the
sport is really in. Foreman is
now contending for the heavyweight crown which is currently neld by Mike Tyson.
But here it was, Leonard,
everyone's Olympic hero in 1976
getting floored twice in the same
Bout. That was more times than
he had ever felt the canvas in his
previous 36 bouts.
On the other side there was
Hearns, a man who had his opponent stunned twice, only to not
let him off the ropes. Hearns
looked like a man who was
afraid to put the finishing touches on Leonard.
But while looking at the prefight hype surrounding the bout,
irs easy to see why Hearns may
have wanted to save Leonard
from being knocked out. Everytime the two fighters were seen
together the week prior to the
fight, they resembled Isiah
Thomas and Magic Johnson (the
kissing cousins), more than two
people who were going to 'War'
in less than a week.
But then again, why not?
Let's face reality, Leonard
was guaranted $13 million for
the fight while Hearns received
$11 million. That is exactly the
point that is being made here. A
once proud sport has become a
spectacle.
The fight game is no longer for
men who eat iron, but instead
those who indulge in quiche.
If a father wanted to take his
son or daughter to see the fight,
and notice the word take because you can no longer witness
a top notch fight in the luxury of
your own home, he had better
expect to shell out some big
money.
The problem here is that
closed circuit television and

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

catch
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Hollywood:

commisions. We oiler
flexible hours. And valuable

If you're a lull-time student.
Sophomore or above, with
at least a B overage ond
are computer fomiliar.

» MUST HAVE SRC MEMBERSHIP BEFORE REQISTERINQ

Andrewa
Andrews
Andrews
Andrews
Cooper
Cooper
Cooper
Cooper
Cooper

10

Adult Swimming

All Sessions
All Sessions
All Sessions

Tueedey
Blast from the Past'
Special pnees on pitchers
ol Bud Light

18 a Over

O MANPOWER

Happy Hour Every Nlghl from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

114 N. Summit

135 S. Bryne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

TEMPORARY SERVICES

si

Sunday
Wei T-Shirt Contest

Monday
Singles Night
Free pool, video 4 cover

Byrnegate Plaza

Toledo, Ohio 43604

Must be 6 years or older

Thursday
LsdWs' Night
No cover lor todies

Friday snd Ssturdsy
Reduced over
before 9:00 p m

call today.
Paul Ringer

Sessions are two weeks long and classes will meet Monday through Friday, (exception 2nd session).

9:10-9:40 a.m.
9:50-10:20 a.m.
10:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
11:10-11:45 a.m.
9:15-10:00 a.m.
9:15-10:00 a.m.
10:16-11:00 a.m.
10 15-1 1.10am.
10:15-11:10a.m.
Tuesdays S Thursdays
June14-Juty7 7-8 pm
Tuesdsys J Thursdays
July12-August 4 7-8 p.m.

19-25

the sales ol the

For experience that poys,

Waterbabies
Goldfish
Pre-Beglnners I
Pre-Beglnners II
Beginners*
Advanced Beginners
Intermediates
Swimmers
Springboard Diving
Adult Swimming

Juno

Wadnasday
College I D Night
No covsr with vskd cosege I D

Manpower needs you as a
COLLEGIATE REP to promote

on campus

10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
10

352-2533

For one night only • Monday, June 26
WIOT FM 104 . Xi Tune Productions S
Roxanne's Welcomes
'The Back Doors'
the shocking remcaarnation
of Jim Morrison
and The Doors, along with special
guest Darrel Dobaon doing a
Jlmmie Hendricks tribute
"Undaf Flra" June 27-July 2

IBM Personal System/2

POOL

472-11U

Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week

students interested in
earning great pay - plus

- completed
- June 26-July S (final clsss on Sat. July 6 due to 4th closlngi
-July 10-21
• July 24 - August 4

TIME

TOLEDO
3IS]W.Syhi«iU

The Best In Main-Stream Rock

Manpower is looking lor

ON

Learn-To-Swim Program
Summer, 1989

LEVEL

Afterall, leave the show to the
new kids on the block and give
them a chance to bring boxing
back to what it once was, a
proud sport for Americans of all
incomes.

Jurlington Optical ~:

while you
learn

SERVICE

Student Recreation Center

CLASS SIZE

All I say to this is come on 'Sugar' and 'Hitman', you were
Both heroes at one time in a
Same which seemed to produce
lem as fast as a quick jab, but
if this trend of rematches continues, these two great fighters
will only be remembered as two
athletes that hung on too long.

TOt I DOS III ST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

training and business

(Pleaae present child's most recent certification lo assure child is placed in the appropriate <

Surprise, surprise.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!

experience. Plus Iree use
ol a personal computer.

1 it Session
2nd Session
3rd Session
«th Session

the draw. Following the fight,
which grossed in the neighborhood of $70 million, the two
fighters announced that they
would probably fight again.

Earn
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•NO

After a snooze,

fiay-per-view have taken over
or the local networks. In order
to see the fight, it would cost
anywhere from $35-$50 dollars a
ticket.
But then again it was only 10
years ago that fight fans around
the country had a chance to witness one of the top middleweight fights of the 70's when
Hauler fought Vito Antuofermo
to a draw in a bout which was
shown on CBS.
But although there was controversy surrounding that draw,
it was minute compared to what
surrounded the draw that was
handed down from the judges in
the decision that decided the
•War'.
Although Leonard was
knocked down twice, the judges
felt a final flurry in the 12th
round was enough to award him

• Dress Coda Thura., Frl., Sat.

241-2198

All Sessions

■

No T-Shlrts

nrrrn 1111111 n n 111

All Sessions
All Sessions
All Sessions
2nd 8 4th Sessions
2nd a 3rd Sessions

SUMMER TIM

Cooper
Cooper

Registration
Beglatratlon begins May 31 from 9:00 a.m.Noon In the Activity Center
After this date, registration will take place during regular SRC hours.
Cost of all classes is $8 per session per chiia
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352-9638
or
354-0056

Campus Pollyeyes
.-

V "The Gathering Place'

The Official 1 hour KnoTo
Processor SUMMER TIME '89

440 E. Court

FREE
Extra Set
of Prints

* t Remember at Campus Polleyes you can get lunch
in 7 minutes or less or your next lunch is on us.

S3
FREE CUP OP SOUP
With Any Large Salad
Chef, Taco, Veg. or Turkey
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SnctIO

$9.80

$12.80

DOUBLE PIZZA
Two 12 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas
Eura liemi SKK AlUMViluc
POLLYEYES PIZZA

DOUBLE PIZZA
Two 14 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas

$1.00 OFF
Any Full Price Pasta Dinner
[CAMPUS POLLYEYES

r

352-9638 f"

$4.00
Any Small 10 Inch Pan Pizza j
With One Item
Eura Itwni 70C
15.20 Vslue

ICAMPUS POLLYEYES
L-___

352-9638

♦40 E. Court Strttt
3»2-9638
FREE 1)11 I vim

"~$i»rdd~
Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
I .i.. I it.... fl .20 A 110.00 Vilue
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street 332-9638
FREE DELIVERY

r
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1 hr. Processing available on 35mm Only

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

FREE POP

With Any
Large Sub, Burrito, Or
1 Large Salad (Chef. Veg., Taco or Turkey!
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E Couri Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY ||i-|r
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*3, *2, «1 Off
on Film
Developing

= BLUE RIBBOM PHOTO =

j

FILM DEVELOPING

157 N. Main, B.G.
|

DOWNTOWN
514 MADISON
Ph. 255-1850

HOURS It PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

=

WEST TOLEDO
1770 TREMAINSVILLE

Ph. 4784115

CAMERAS • VIDEO

Ph. 353-4244
WEST TOLEDO
WESTOATE SHOPPING CTR.
Ph. 535-1082

SOUTH TOLEDO
SOUTHWYCK MALL
Ph. 885-1421
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by Robin Rauzl
music reviewer

A quick quiz for all you groupies of glasnost, all you proponents otperestroika. . . In Russian, "Groupa Kroovy" means:
a) Rock band
b) Blood type
c) Groovy music
Answer: Blood Type (really),
which is the title of the latest
release from the Soviet group
Kino.

"Blood Type" is the title
track, but perhaps not the most
appropriate one. On the second
side is a song called "Try to Sing
Along." Call it ethnocentric, but
I really prefer a song where the
words are in English.
Without going into my philosophies on art, lyrics can be a
very important part of a song.
They can be the difference between "she loves you, yeah,
yeah, yeah" and "the sound of
silence." It seems to me part of
what any musical artist is trying
to communicate is in his music,
and if he chooses to put words to
it, part of it is in his words.
I just find it very frustrating to
listen to a song and not have any
idea what it is about. "Groupa
Kroovy" does come with translated line notes, but it is still not
quite the same.

Words aside, "Groupa Kroovy" sounds a lot like American
rock music, but seems to lack
the history and development
that American rock has gone
through in the last 35 years. Kino
sounds more like they listened to
a couple of Top 40 albums and
tried to copv their style.
From the opening track,
"Blood Type" sounds a lot like a
Soviet garage band. Their lead
vocalist has a rough voice, as
though someone has run through
an echo machine, so that he
winds up sounding something
like David Bowie.
Most of the numbers are not
slow enough to be ballads, but
not fast enough to be driving
rock. None are really danceable,
but are more the speed of background music. This is good if you
are doing something else because you don't have to concentrate on the fact that you can't
understand any of it.
"Shut the Door Behind Me" is
one such mainstream rock song
and the first one where the horrible production quality of the
recording is evident. Before, it
C" seemed like a rough garaged sound, but the solos are
muted and distorted because the
Soviets have recording equipment the quality of the tape recorder that went with the filmstrip machine used when we
were in the third grade.
So this piano solo winds up
sounding like the piano is across
the studio in a cardboard bos
and that the microphone is in a
glass of fruit juice.
The closest Kino comes to a
ballad is "Goodnight." This is
just one of several songs that are
full of these Dr. Who-type
sounds, slightly reminiscent of
Pink Floyd, running in the

background through the whole
song. It's also a little odd listening to a slow ballad you think
might be a love song when the
words are "blacha" and such.
Even if the words don't sound
right, you might be better off not
checking them out. "Hey You,
You Better Keep Walking," for
example, is followed by "or I'll

hit you."
The tune "In Our Eyes" and
"We Are All Sick, Mama" are
all repetitive. In particular, "In
Our Eyes" repeats everything
eight times.
But, "Groupa Kroovy" does
have some bright spots. You
shouldn't hold your breath looking for the sounds of seme re-

bellious Soviet rockers. "It's
Our Time, Our Turn!" is about
as close as it gets. Here they add
the "oohs", typical of the 50s,
with a unique rock sound. But. it
gets real weird at the end with
some more of those Dr. Who
sounds. The last minute or so
sounds like Banana Republic
meets Star Wars — a bad dream
sequence.

Although not one to publicize
the banal Late Night with David
Letterman, if you want to check
out the Soviet rock scene without
spending any money, tune in tonight to see Boris Grebenshikov,
lead singer of Leningrad-based
Aquarium, one of the hottest
rock bands in the Soviet Union.
They are releasing an album in
the States later this month.

'Dead Poets' alive with fine acting
by Wynne Everett
movie reviewer

Imagine the first day of English 112 where
the professor parades you into a tiny room
full of archival black and white photographs
of long-dead alumni and advises you in a
spooky, whispering voice to "carpe diem,"
or to "sieze the day," as these men would
want you to do because they are now "fertilizing daisies."
Perhaps that unexpected approach
wouldn't fly here at the University, but it
worked for Robin Williams in his latest role
as John Keating, the unconventional (to say
the least,) new English teacher at stuffy old
Welton Academy. There the long-standing
idea that a Welton education should be based
on the four principles of excellence, discipline, honor and tradition gets a little bit
shaken by the young teacher.
Robin Williams, as expected, is a riot in
this role which provides the actor ample opportunity for the quirky silliness and rapidfire line delivery tor which audiences have
come to love him.
This is not, however, a movie about John
Keating, and Robin Williams' role is a comparatively minor one. This is a movie about
seven teenage boys coming of age at an exclusive New England prep school in the 50s
and looking for all the same things every
teenager is looking for —love, acceptance,

identity and self-awareness.
All played by relative newcomers to the
screen, the boys make the movie worth seeing. Robert Sean Leonard and Ethan Hawke
as the group's leaders, Neil Perry and his
ever-timid roommate Todd Anderson, are
great. The love-sick Knox Overstreet is well
done by Josh Charles. However, Gale Hansen as the bold and zany Charlie "Newanda"
Dalton is the most delightful of all.

With his innovative classroom techniques
(which rarely include a classroom), Keating
pushes the boys to challenge social and academic norms, to become free thinkers and
most of all, to "carpe diem."
Inspired by Keating, the boys decide to
resurrect his own secret "Dead Poets Society" which had originally existed when the
English teacher had been a Welton student.
Meetings of the Society convene in a secret
cave in the woods and consist of the members reading works of their own as well as
those of great poets.

Between Keating's English class and their
own DPS meetings, the members adopt
"carpe diem" as a personal motto and begin
to learn, some students better than others, to
think for themselves and to act upon their
beliefs. This, of course, leads to a myriad of
trouble for the group including paddlings
and threatened expulsions.
All of this happens to the dismay of Welton's headmaster, Mr. Nolan, played by
Norman Lloyd of "St. Elsewhere'' fame,
who is convinced it is Keating's "disruptive"
influence that has caused this "rebellious"
behavior. Once resolved to the fact he cannot modify Keating's teaching techniques,
he becomes determined to find a way to fire
him.
Unexpected is the fact this is not merely a
light-hearted, easy-going, warm, rite-ofpassage type flick. It is laced with a deeper
meaning and heavy symbolism. This works
to enrich and detract from the film simultaneously. In some of its potential best moments, the movie loses itself in long seemingly meaningless scenes. As well, some
other scenes seem to be cut too short.
Despite its weaknesses, "Dead Poets Society' is enjoyable and certainly worth seeing if for no other reason than Robin Williams is very funny in his eccentric role, and
that the young actors who play his proteges
are just as warm and funny. While it is unexpected in many respects, it is definitely
worth "seizing" — Dead Poet's honor.

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Are you a'people' person''
H so. were looking for you to fotn the We Care
team1 Be a Pre-Reg volunteer July 10 - Aug 3
and learn communication skills and meet lots o'
people Work as many hours as you hke Compensation includes a meal for each day worked
Info sheets available 405 Student Services
Deadline June 22. 5 p m

1

Are you Interracial or
involved In an
Interracial relationship?
11 so, then
Interrace Magazine
is lor you1
Send a sell-addressed
stamped envelope to
Interrace Magazine,
P.O. Box 1001,
Schenectady. NY
12301-1001
and we'll send you
a preview package of the most
unique, progressive and
colorful magazine ever to
hit the newsstands
plus a 50% discount
certificate on a full
years subscription!

Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Sign-up m 405 Student Services by June 22
Live at Quad Rock - The Sygn
Thurs June 22 9-ilpm
Founders Dining HaH NO COVER
SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN AUGUST
12, 1989 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY JUNE 30. 1989 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

Summer Intramural Program
Open to all University Students.
Faculty. Staff and Spouses""
Session II entries are due by Noon. Thurs .
June 22 Play begins Wed . June 28
Sports Offered Men's. Women's A Coed Softban Men's, Women's. S Coed Tennis Coed
volleyball
Summer Office Hours Beginning May 22-Jufy
28MONDAY 900AM -1230PM
TUESDAY -900AM - 1 2 30 PM
WEDNESDAY - CLOSED
THURSDAY -900AM - 1 2:30 P M
FRIDAY -900AM -11 30 A M
Pick up entry forms at The Rec Center between
9 00 A M • 9 00 P M on rack outside the office area Any questions, can 2-2464 during
the posted office hours

-

It's All Here
in
Black & White.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND brown leather key case with keyscorner of S Summit & Palmer Can to identify.
352-0366 m the am 'a
FOUND necklace at Portage Quarry
354 4929, ask lor Trent

Can

SERVICES OFFERED

BOB WRIGHT HAPPV 22ND'"
Do I see grey hair'*
SURPRISE SURPRISE GUESS WHO'
The beach, me Floridtan. the test at Mikes (I
passed) shooting stars trains on the highway
the ultimate Christmas tree, the Marriott sign, a
blizzard. Detroit Metro, stand by at last What's
ne*f Are you shll a natural m the kitchen? Let's
see1 How about that beach date? August 89 is
good for me How about you? Call me if you ve
figured >t out Love, Me
Cleveland Plain Dealer now available at
Quarter's Party Store Monday ■ Friday
50 cents a copy.

California Recruiters can help you Una your
leaching position in Sunny Calllornia Current
Hats ol too otters in your specialty Call now at
1 BOO-Job in CA or write to us at California
Recruiters. POBoi 220
Rio Dell. CA
955820220

FREE TO A GOOD HOME
Kittens 4 1 female black, orange & white tiger
3 males. 1 orange tiger. 1 tan tiger. 1 orange
tiger with white Call 874-5677. if machine answers leave message

PERSONALS

Interested in participating in Sorority Rush?
Stop by or call Greek Lite. 425 Student Services or 372-2151 tor details on how to register
RUSHSTRUCK 89

NEED CASH?
Bring your books to the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
We buy back all books
having national resale value

Are you romantlcaly Involved? Are you 18 or
older and a student? It so. you and your partner
are invited to participate in a study called •'Per
ceptlon of Film Segments'' It takes approx f
hr & pays $10 00 per couple Call 2-2294
Mwn. 7.30am-5.00pm Mon Thuis
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Sign up in 405 Student Services by June 22

This summer
walk into some
exciting business
ventures...

Live at Quad Rock - The Sygn
Thurs June 22 9-11pm
Founders Dining HaH- NO COVER
Pregnant? Need help?
Loving, financially secure adoptive couple wishing tor a sibling for 3 year old Will provide a
good. warm, secure home for a newborn baby
Willing to pay medical and legal fees For more
information please contact Mary Smith (Lawyer). Suite 800. First Federal Plaza. Toledo,
Ohio 436241671 or eai collect (419)
241-8197, 8 30 - 4 30 Reference lamify
»111
The BUCKEYE ROOM is
Air conditioned1
Bowling, billiards, video games m Union
Currently open Mon-Thur. noon-9pm
(use northwest entrance by Prout Hall after
6pm)

WANTED
Needed Spring Semester 1990 sublease tor 1
bedroom furnished apartment on Third St Call
419-423-6670

HELP WANTED
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGrophics
211 West Hall

372-7418

. . .by becoming a
Manpower Temporary
We'll offer you short or
long term assignments.
at top local businesses.
Learn first-hand about
the day-to-day workings
of American business,
while adding cash to
your wallet and
experience to your resume.

Light to heavy industrial jobs
available daily.
No appointment necessary
Open interviews 1 - 3 p.m.

Office positions: Call for an
appointment

O MANPOWER
TEMPCtAAPv sfRvCtS

S 7 2.000 per year plus)

20 year old Triple A
Dunn & Bradstreel Co seeks
5 top level managers tor opening
of new regional training centers

NOW" Call (419) 255-5836

Are you a "people" person?
if so, we're looking for you to jom the We Care
1
team Be a Pre-Reg volunteer July 10 - Aug 3
and learn communcarton skills and meet lots of
people Work as many hours as you like Compensation includes a meal for each day worked
Info sheets available 405 Student Services
Deadline June 22, 5 p m
ATTENTION HIRING' Government jobs • your
area
S17.640 - $69,485
Can
1-602-838-8865 EXT R4244
BGSU Student Publications is looking for volunteer photographers for summer and/or fall
Freshmen encouraged to apply Contact Eric
MuH at The BO News. 372-6966. 210 West
Hall
Dancers-drive a Irtte & make a lot Must be 16 &
up Win train Can make $t000'week Fireplace lounge PortCknton.QH419-734-9051
Dnver needed for FaH Semester to Findlay.
daily Paid position through BVR Please call
Ang»e 353-3572
High Tech research opportunity
Undergrad.'graduate. Any field Any dept Any year
Any lope Contact Prof Chen (PhD engineering. MIT) Can 372-7613. Rm 207 Tech
Bldg
IBM needs sales reps to work part-time on
campus. Soph, or Junior Sales. Mktg.. IPCO,
or C.S. majors are encouraged to call
372-2451 or stop by 23$ Admin. Bldg. for detalls.

'81 TOYOTA Colca for sale 82.000 miles,
excellent cond . new tires, air. St . cruise control $2 400. can 352-5337
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from Si00 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys
Surplus Buyers
Guide 1-602-838-8885 EXT A 4244
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4's seized in
drug raids for under S100 00? Call tor facts today 602 837 3401 F.i ."V>
Chevefte '86. air, automatic, stereo, cloth interior, power steering Call 353 2791
Excellent purchase for the smart investor'
Move to quickly pick this one up for you' college student ideal location. 3 bdrms & plenty
ol parking Make this a rental investment worthy
of serious thought Century 21 - AA Green Realty Can Betsy at 352 4569
Tour Bike • 18 speed
$350 00
353-3696

FOR RENT
1 bdrm close to campus for the summer
Cheap Rent

Call 353-6935

MAINTENANCE MAN. jack-of all-trades including pool maintenance, needed for small apartment complex Full time or part time Call
354 3533 after I 30

1 bedroom furnished apartments
1 year lease available now
352-7454

Need painter for minor tnm and touch up work
at the Buckeye Budget Motor Inn Can
352 1520

2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished apts available for Fall rental only Village Green Apartments Callafterl 30pm. 354-3533

PERSONAL FITNESS INSTRUCTOR'workout
companion tor 36 yr okj male Weight tram
mg/gen fitness & beginning swimming lessons
(my pool) Noprev exp expected, hrs flexible.
wages negotiable Send info including hrfy
wage expectations to Box 454. BG. OH
43402.
Subway Sandwiches & Salads
NOW HIRING
Apply in person 2-4pm, 828 S Mam BG
Toledo company seeking accountant for Fall
and Spring co-op assignment as Staff Accountant Pays $1500month Call 372-2451 or
stop by the Co-op Office m 238 Administration
Bldg

2 bedroom furnished apartments
9 & 12 month leases available

352-7454
FALL APARTMENTS
1 a 2 bdrm turn or unfurnished
John Newlove Real Estate • 354-2260
Furnished efficiencies-all utilities paid-semester
leases ideal for graduate students Complete
with color TV Cable 4 HBO Phone 354-3182
or 352-1520 BG s Best Value $375 month
Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bdrm units available for Fa*
354-6036

Toledo company seeks COBOL programmers
lor Fall co-op Pays $l500'month Exceaent
opportunity Call 372-2451 or stop by the Coop Office in 238 Administration Bldg

Parking spaces for rent
1 /2 block from campus
CaH 352-5686

FOR SALE

Sublet wanted for 1 room efficiency
CALL 353 4538

Last Chance
For Your
Best Chance.
GMAT Review Course
Call 800-KAP-TEST

f STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take K jpLin Or Take Your Cham's

1400 Oussel Dr.
Maumee, Ohio 893-4413
•All positions over minimum*

TOLEDO CENTER
536-3701

